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STLWS’s 22nd Annual Juried Exhibition
We are excited to announce plans for our 2022 Annual Juried
Exhibition, and are honored to have Yuki Hall judge our
exhibition. This show is always an excellent exhibition of
the work of area watercolor artists. We are planning to
hold this exhibition at Norton’s Fine Art & Framing at
2025 S Big Bend Blvd.
This annual exhibit is an opportunity for Saint Louis
Watercolor Society members to achieve signature status,
which is awarded to a member who has been accepted
into two juried shows within a ten-year period while still
maintaining his or her continuous membership in the
SLWS. The exhibition is “juried” for acceptance as well as
judged for awards.
The Exhibition Schedule is currently:
Online registration opens Mar 7, 2022 and ends Mar 25.
Jurying entries from Mar 26—Mar 30.
Receiving of juried paintings Apr 2 from 10:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.
Judging for prizes at Norton’s on Apr 4.
Awards ceremony for award winners only Apr 8 at 4:30
p.m.
Exhibition opens Apr 9 and closes on May 7.
Retrieval of paintings May 10 to May 14 from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m.
Our judge, Yuki Hall, is an award-winning watercolor
artist known for her loose style and impressionistic
approach to watercolor painting.
She emphasizes
simplicity, effective use of tonal value patterns, fluidity,
and execution of confident brush strokes.
After leaving her career as a mechanical engineer in 2006,
Yuki started her journey with watercolor painting at a local
art center. She then further studied the medium with
nationally and internationally acclaimed artists such as
David Taylor (Australia), Eric Wiegardt (USA) and Alvaro
Castagnet (Uruguay).

February 2022

Yuki holds a signature membership to Transparent
Watercolor Society of America, Ohio Watercolor Society
and Whiskey Painters of America. Her work has been
accepted into prestigious national & international level
watercolor juried competitions including the National
Watercolor Society Annual Member’s Exhibition, 2018,
National Juried Exhibition of Transparent Watercolor
Society of America, 2014, 2017 & 2019, and the
Watercolor West International Juried Exhibition in 2014,
where she won the Founders Award.
Her works also have been featured in highly competitive
national art/watercolor publications: Watercolor Artist
Magazine, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2020 & 2021; and The Best
of Watercolor “Splash 14”, “Splash 20”, Splash 21” &

“Splash 22”, 2015 ~ 2021 by North Light Books and
Golden Peak Media Fine Art Group.
Yuki is also an avid teacher, offering workshops at various
locations in the United States as well as Europe. She lives
in Beavercreek, OH with her husband and two daughters.

To see samples of her recent work and her upcoming
teaching
schedule,
visit
her
website
at:
www.yukihallfineart.com.
Artists entering will be required to complete an entry form
under Exhibits>Call for Entries>Annual Juried
Exhibition>Receiving, upload a digital image of their
painting(s), and pay the entry fee online under STLWS
Shop>STLWS 2022 Annual Juried Exhibtion Registration
Fee.
Up to two paintings, completed within the last three years,
may be submitted. Notice of artwork not juried into the
show will be given by phone or email. Award winners will
be notified by phone. The entry fees are $21 for 1 entry
and $31 for 2 entries for members, and $73 for 1 entry and
$83 for 2 entries for nonmembers. All paintings must be
for sale and a commission will be retained by Norton’s
Fine Art & Framing. Complete rules for exhibitions and
commission are printed in the show prospectus that will be
posted on the stlws.org website. A show catalog will be
(Continued on page 2)
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available to purchase on the website under
STLWS Shop>STLWS 2022 Annual Juried
Exhibition Catalog.
Any changes in our plans will be
communicated to our members via email
and posted on our website.

texture and more darks under the waves to
bring some waves forward and allow others
to move backward. The foreground white
shape also needs more detail. The shapes
overall are pretty uniform so could use more
variation.

Critique of Members’ Artwork,
January 19, 2022
by Mary Dee Schmidt
Mary Dee Schmidt is
an accomplished artist
who offers watercolor
classes
through
Missouri
Botanical
Garden. She is also an
excellent critic and can
point out the strengths
and weaknesses of
paintings using the
elements of art: line,
shape, color, form, texture, space, direction,
and value, and principles of design: balance,
unity, variety, emphasis, movement, pattern,
and proportion.

Members brought their paintings to the
meeting and Mary guided us in analyzing
each one, noticing the elements that were
strongest in them and attracted us to them.
She also helped us find things that could
improve the paintings. Through this process
we learned how to see the elements of
design more clearly and how small changes
could make the paintings even better.
We will share the paintings
comments made about them.
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This is a very peaceful painting of a marsh
bird with strong elements of color, texture,
line and direction. Everything is soft except
the bird. More value contrast in the bird
will help it pop.

This is a floral on Yupo with amazing texture
and color, using a limited palette of just
three colors. It keeps your eye moving, but
does not have a clear focal point. Repetition
of colors and shapes with a lot of value
changes gives the composition a lot of
energy and holds your interest. The only
thing that could improve it is giving the eye
a place to rest.

Jane Hogg, Editor

www.stlws.org
The Saint Louis
Watercolor Society is a
non-profit 501(c)(3)
organization.

In this seascape the element of line is strong
and works well. We can almost hear the
waves. The painting could use a little more

(Continued on page 3)
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LOOK WHO’S
JOINED THE
CREW
Brizzard, Jaclyn
Becky Dale
Lisa Douglas
Marjorie Feldman
This is a lovely painting of a quarry in
Whitecliff Park with strong color and
texture. There is such lovely texture in the
trees and stones while the water is very soft
and quiet. Adding some texture in the water
and lightening the reflections would help
unify the piece. The diagonal dark green
shape in the trees could use some variation
so the shape would not be so prominent as
well as the dark spot between the stones.

The light coming in from the window was
what attracted the artist to paint this piece. It
is a lovely painting and the only suggestion
to improve it was to darken the shadow
under the table.

Linda Helm

Kathrin Jackson
Michelle Krauss
Caroline Pufait
Constance Schmidt
Mary Dee Schmidt
Keith Tierney

A lovely painting of a magnolia blossom has
strong use of value. The bottom right corner
could use a little darker value and the use of
some warm color in some of the small highly
textured areas could add punch.

This painting has strong color, texture, line,
and shapes with very abstract movement.
The blue shape cuts the bird in half and the
yellow used in the feet pull the eye down
from the bird.

This painting of birch trees uses line, direction
and texture to create interest; however, It has
no center of interest so darkening the
background in places and changing the size of
the tree trunks and allowing some to overlap
would create more depth. More diversity in the
color would also add more interest.
(Continued on page 4)
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Deadline for the
next issue is
Apr. 15, 2022.
Please send your articles,
kudos, and ads to
Jane Hogg .

To place an
advertisement in

The Cold Press Paper,
contact Jane Hogg .
5” X 6”
5” X 3”
2½” X 3
1½” X 1½”

$75
$45
$25
$15

The editor reserves the
right to limit the number,
size, and content of
advertising.

This floral is an explosion of color and texture
with fabulous contours and details.
Moderating the circle of flowers will make the
shape less prominent. The direction of the
tendrils could also be varied to add interest.
The apples, although lovely, seem lonely and
not connected to the flowers so they could be
eliminated.

Copyright ©2022
by the Saint Louis
Watercolor Society.
The publishers reserve
the right to limit the
number, size, and
content of advertising.

This landscape near Branson uses direction and
perspective to draw the viewer in. Softening
the distant hill and adding some yellow in the
foreground grass and top of the trees on the
left could improve the piece. The road is too
much like a triangle and should not end at the
lower left corner of the paper. The hill to the
right is another shape that reads like a triangle.
We need to watch that our shapes do not read
too geometrically.

This painting of leaves emphasizes color and
shapes. The values are all similar so some value
variety could improve the piece. The purple
leaf in the upper right hand corner attracts the
eye because it is such a strong, dark color.
Lightening it could help unify the painting.

This charming painting makes great use of
negative space. The shapes and colors in the
shadows are wonderful. A little brown in the
left blue shadow would help unify it to the rest
of the piece. Slightly extending the shadow in
the lower right would also add some interest.

This painting of an arched bridge in Rome has a
beautiful variety of colors in the shadows. The
warm color in the right hand arch shadow is
just lovely. Toning the bright greens down and
adding some value change in them, especially
behind the statues, would bring the statues out
and improve the piece. The perspective of the
arches needs some work too.

This painting of a mission is lovely. The bell
tower has great texture in the shadows and the
blue bell is especially nice, relating to the blue in
the sky. Adding some blue in the lower part of
the painting would help unify the piece. The
people could be loosened up and their colors
toned down, and a wash of red on the road by
the people could also improve the piece.
(Continued on page 5)
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Classes Offered
by Members

This is a very atmospheric painting with the
elements of direction and contrast. A little
more shadow under the trees and adding a
little warm color in the piece will add energy.
Note that the blue was used all in a line across
the middle of the painting. Breaking the blue
up or adding it elsewhere would improve the
piece.

This sweet portrait of a dog with its toy is
lovely; however, the green background is too
strong and contrasts too much with the rest of
the painting. Adding some blue or purple to
the background would improve the piece.
Also, the blue shadow that goes down the left
hand corner of the painting needs to be
eliminated as it pulls the eye off the painting.

Please support
our sponsors’
fine products:

This seaside painting has great shapes and
movement with a great sense of unity. Mary
Dee felt it was a really super painting and just
needs a big mat and different frame than the
artist had it in.
This painting of a brownie with fruit jumps off
the page. The only thing noted that could be
improved was the use of the negative space
between the three blueberries on the right. The
spacing is too similar. And the greenery on the
lower left strawberry pulls the eye off the page.

This painting was easily recognizable as a self
portrait, using color and form to attract the
viewer. Eliminating the black outlines used in
the contours of the face, replacing them with a
darker flesh tone to represent shadows, will
improve the piece as will lightening the red
used in the ears. Always avoid outlines.

Daven Anderson
Gabriele Baber
Marilynne Bradley
Maureen Brodsky
Alicia Farris
Mirka Fetté
Jan Foulk
Carla Baron Giller
Janine Helton
Holly Horn
Spencer Meagher
Maggie McCarthy
Jean McMullen
Nancy Muschany
Shirley Nachtrieb
Georgia Purcell
Carol Savage
Mary Dee Schmidt
Judy Seyfert
Linda Wilmes

And so that ended our evening and gave us all
a much keener eye for composition. We
thank Mary Dee for always making our
critiques so educational and encouraging.
Staying mindful as we paint, taking breaks
to view our paintings so problems are
noticed and corrections can be made, is
time well spent.
We were also grateful to have an in person
meeting, while taking all the precautions to
stay safe. Social interaction is such an
important part of our lives.

Artmart
BLICK Art Materials
Cheap Joe’s
Creative Catalysts, Inc.
Dixon Ticonderoga
Eric’s Watercolor
Frames
Golden Artist Colors,
Inc.
HK Holbein, Inc.
M. Graham & Co.
RAYMAR
Speedball
St. Louis Art Supply
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For changes in Membership
Information for the directory

Show Your
Artwork
CJ Muggs offers an exhibition space for about 30
paintings, changed quarterly, with no entry fee
or commission.
You
may submit whatever
you wish (no themes)
but artwork must be
framed with Plexiglas
(no glass).

Please contact Mary
Berry
Friedman
to
participate.
Upcoming Change
Out Dates are:

please use the new Contact Us form on the
stlws.org website (mouse over the About Us
tab for drop down menu).

STLWS 2022 Workshops

Y u k i H a l l , T W S A , OW S , W P A
April 5 - April 8
Cost: $350 for Members,
$ 4 0 0 f o r N o n - M e mb e r s
w w w . y u k i h a l lf i n e a r t . c o m
Priority for workshop registration will be
given to those members who renewed their
Saint Louis Watercolor Society membership
(or joined) by July 1, 2021. On December 1,
we will accept other workshop registrants as
space permits.

Highlights from Our 2021
Holiday Party
December 1st was our first in person
gathering indoors since we put our meetings
on hold last year; our holiday party at CJ
Muggs in Webster Groves. Members were
happy to see each other again and partake
in the festivities of the season. Here are
some photos from the gathering.

The location of the workshop will be at the
Hawken House Hearth Room, 1155 S Rock
Hill Rd, St. Louis, MO 63119.
Additional workshop details and links to our
registration form are on our website,
stlws.org/workshops. Mail your form with
your $100 deposit if you want to hold your
place. Final payment will be due on March
15, 2022.

Saint Louis Watercolor
Society Membership
The Saint Louis Watercolor Society
membership is open to all persons over the
age of 17 and interested in water media on
paper. No initiation fee shall be required
for membership.
Annual dues are from July 1st of the current
year through June 30th of the next year.
Dues are $35, payable on July 1, and there
is no prorating of dues.
Download a membership application from
our website for mailing, or join online and
pay your dues with PayPal.
Please direct membership questions to Gina
Perkins at membership@stlws.org.

(Continued on page 7)
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were accepted into the Fallbrook Art
Center’s 13th Annual Signature American
Watermedia International Exhibition, juried
by Charles Henry Rouse, California, AWS,
CWA, NWS, SDWS, TWSA, WW, WFWS.
This prestigious show features 120 water
media works by artists who hail from across
the U.S. and abroad, all of whom hold
Signature Level Membership status in one or
more recognized U.S. Societies. Truly ‘The
Best of the Best.’ The exhibition runs at the
Fallbrook Art Center, 103 S. Main Ave.,
Fallbrook, CA, from Feb. 13 – Apr. 10,
2022.
Maureen Brodsky was thrilled to have her
painting, Indian Creek Road, accepted into
the Farms Across America Exhibition at Alex
Ferrone Gallery, NY. In addition, her
painting, Yellow, is in the Angad Arts
Hotel's current Yellow Exhibition in
downtown St. Louis.

Around Our Town Kudos
Daven Anderson exhibited a selection of his
watercolors at McCaughen & Burr Fine Arts
gallery, 117 West Lockwood, Webster
Groves, MO, from Nov. 12 through Dec.
Marilynne Bradley’s works have been in the
San Diego WC Society, South Carolina 44th
Annual Aqueous 2021, Pennsylvania
Watercolor Society, and the Pittsburgh WC
Society. Marilynne taught eight workshops
over the summer, judged three shows and
her new book is published and on the
market, “St. Louis in Watercolor." Plus, she
is in every exhibit at the STLAG!
Shirley Nachtrieb participated in the Walls
of Water Exhibit at Helms Design Gallery,
Corridor Gallery in West Hollywood, CA
with a percentage of sales going to
communities in Samburu, Kenya to help
access to clean water. She donated two
fabulous pieces to STLAG's exhibit and
fundraiser Collectors Choice too. And
Shirley won the Third Place Award in
the 2021 Missouri Fiber Artists Large and
Small exhibit at Foundry Art Centre.
Marilynne Bradley’s painting Crowded
Cove, Janine Helton’s painting Laughter is
the Best Medicine and Annette
McGarrahan’s painting Adventure Awaits

Pat Long is donating a portrait for the silent
auction at the 13th Annual Heartworks St.
Louis gala. The event, hosted by Dr. Alan
Braverman, cardiologist with Barnes, and
his wife, is on March 19 2022, at the Four
Seasons. Pat will have ten portrait paintings
placed online to introduce her style to those
wanting to participate in the silent
auction. Proceeds from the auction benefit
The Marfan Foundation, a nonprofit
organization that saves and improves lives
while creating community for all individuals
with genetic aortic and vascular conditions,

Congratulations to you all!
Coping with Current Times
With the pandemic dragging on and mask
wearing and social distancing continuing,
and winter bringing so many grey days and
cold temperatures, staying active and
keeping our enthusiasm up is not always
easy. Sometimes it is hard to motivate
ourselves to paint, but we should be
painting more than ever. We are so
fortunate to have the ability to express our
feelings and escape our worldly worries for
a bit. Find time in your day to wet a brush
and paint, even if it is just to relax and have
some fun.
We don’t have to pursue
creating a great piece every time we paint.
And make a date to paint with friends who
are safe to be with. We need socialization.
Finally, take heart as spring is near. Focus
on Valentine’s Day and celebrate your
loved ones.
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BOARD
OPENINGS
The STLWS is still in
need of volunteers for
four of its Board
positions:
Publicity,
2 Workshops Co-Chairs,
and
1 Exhibits Co-Chair
Without our volunteers our organization
would not be able to
continue functioning.
Please consider serving
on the Board (the positions have a 2 year
term). You can find
more about the positions on our website,
stlws.org, under the
About Us tab. Scroll
down to the bottom
of the page and click
the link that gives
more information on
the Board positions.
If you are interested in
taking one of our open
positions, please contact Mirka Fetté .
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PO Box 16893
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DATES & TIMES 2022
Feb. 16, 7 p.m. - membership meeting with a Shirley
Nachtrieb video presentation.
Mar. 7—25—online registration for STLWS Annual Juried
Exhibition.
Mar. 16, 7 p.m. - membership meeting with an Alicia Farris
video presentation.
Mar. 26—30 - jurying of entries in STLWS Annual Juried
Exhibition by Yuki Hall.
Apr. 2, 10:30 a.m.—4:30 p.m. - receiving of juried paintings
in STLWS Annual Juried Exhibition at Norton’s Fine Art &
Framing, 2025 S Big Bend Blvd.

Apr. 5 - 8, 9 a.m. - 3:30 p.m., Yuki Hall Workshop, the
Hearth Room at Hawkin House, Webster Groves, MO.
Apr. 8, 4:30 p.m. - STLWS Annual Juried Exhibition Awards
Ceremony (for award winners and new Signature members
only) at Norton’s Fine Art & Framing.
Apr. 9 - STLWS Annual Juried Exhibition opens at Norton’s
Fine Art & Framing.
Apr. 20, 7 p.m. - membership meeting; guest artist to be
announced.
Apr. 20 for 1 hour after membership meeting & Apr. 21,
9:00—9 :30 a.m.—receiving./retrieval of paintings at CJ
Muggs.

May 7—STLWS Annual Juried Exhibition closes.
May 10—14, 10 a.m.—6 p.m. - retrieval of paintings in the
STLWS Annual Juried Exhibition at Norton’s Fine Art & Framing.
May 18, 7 p.m. - membership meeting; guest artist to be
announced.
Updates to events between newsletters will be posted on the
website’s Calendar page.
Our meetings are held at the First Congregational Church of
Webster Groves on the corner of Lockwood and Elm from
7:00-9:00 pm on the 3rd Wednesday of the month in the
Kishlar Room, on the 2nd floor of the building, from
September thru May (except Dec).
The building is equipped with an elevator.
Parking is available in the front lot off S. Elm Ave.
In case of inclement weather conditions, please check your
email for our notice of cancellations of any meetings or
activities. Members without email will be called by 3 p.m.
the day of the event.
Note: Until the pandemic risk lessens, members are asked
to wear medical grade masks to our meetings.

